We analyze the compatibility between abelian symmetries acting in two different sectors of a theory using the Smith Normal Form method. We focus on N-Higgs-doublet models (NHDMs) and on the compatibility between symmetries in the Higgs potential and in the Yukawa interactions, which were separately analyzed in previous works. It is shown that two equal (isomorphic) symmetry groups that act in two separate sectors are not necessarily compatible in the whole theory and an upper bound is found for the size of the group that can be implemented in the entire NHDM. We also develop useful techniques to analyze compatibility and extend a symmetry from one sector to another.
I. INTRODUCTION
Symmetry has always played a crucial role in our understanding of fundamental physics. The construction of the current framework -the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics -has culminated in 2012 with the discovery of the Higgs boson [1], the particle that results from the breaking of the electroweak symmetry in its simplest form. Hence, it was also a successful attempt to probe a hidden (broken) symmetry in nature and its breaking mechanism. However, as we probe higher and higher energies, new symmetries may emerge as key ingredients to understand the physics beyond the SM.
As we try to guess which new symmetry governs the physics above the electroweak scale, we are also confronted with the question of what is the breaking scale and what could be the signatures after breaking. One old but fruitful example where the symmetry should (usually) be broken at very high energies is B −L symmetry, a symmetry that might be linked to the smallness of neutrino masses (see, e.g., Ref. [2] and references therein).
In parallel to continuous symmetries, discrete symmetries are also possible ingredients with which we can understand flavor (for a review, see e.g. Refs. [3] ) and the stability of dark matter (with, e.g., R-parity [4] or matter parity [5] ). In the effort to classify and discover useful abelian we show in Sec. V that the groups of maximal order in the Yukawa sector, for N ≥ 4, cannot be extended to the potential without leading to accidental symmetries. Methods to extend a symmetry from one sector to another are developed in Sec. VI and we conclude in Sec. VII. Auxiliary material can be found in the appendices.
II. REVIEW OF THE METHOD
We review here the method to apply the Smith normal form (SNF) to analyze the rephasing symmetries of a Lagrangian composed of a polynomial of fields. More details can be found in Ref. [9] . We just recall the definition of a realizable abelian symmetry: an abelian symmetry is realizable if there are no larger abelian symmetry containing it. Other approaches can be seen in Ref. [6] and in the references in the introduction. Note that Mathematica packages are available to promptly compute the SNF [20] .
A. Example
Let us take as an example a Lagrangian depending on scalar fields φ 1 , φ 2 , φ 3 , such as Higgs fields, appearing in the Lagrangian through only two phase sensitive terms,
We have suppressed the numerical coefficients.
The information on rephasing symmetries of the model is all encoded in the D-matrix [9] ,
where each row corresponds to each phase sensitive term in the Lagrangian in (1) by applying the following rule: attribute one unit of a field specific charge to each field and list the cumulative charges of each field [we use the order (φ 1 , φ 2 , φ 3 ) in (2)].
By one elementary row operation and two column operations, the D-matrix can be transformed 
If we apply the necessary row and column operations on the respective identity matrices, we obtain 
which performs the diagonalization:
The SNF form (3) is unique and implies that our symmetry is Z 4 × U (1), the first discrete symmetry given by the nonzero and non-unit element in the diagonal and the second by the presence of one zero column. The U (1) symmetry is generated by the last column of C in (4) since
On the other hand, the Z 4 symmetry is generated by the second column of C since
and (0, 1) T has no common factor among its components. Therefore, we will use the matrix C in (5) to define the charges (generators) of the discrete symmetries.
B. Charges are not unique
The charges that generate each discrete symmetry are not unique because R and C in (5) 
Therefore the charge s = (1, 0, −1) T could be equally used instead of (7) as a generator of Z 4 . As a necessary condition, a charge s should be a vector of relatively prime integers because C is a invertible integer matrix which should have determinant ±1. If a column has a common factor k, |k| = 1, then the determinant is also divisible by k.
The first freedom for charges is calculation modulo k. In our example, we often can make calculations in Z 4 , modulo 4. For example,
can be equally used as charge instead of (7) 
can not be used as a generator because it can be divided by 2 and it only generates the Z 2 subgroup of Z 4 , as a 2 in Z 4 generated by a.
In the presence of one or more U (1) symmetries, we can also add any combination of their charges at will. For example, 
also works as a charge vector. On the other hand,
leads to
This means s only generates Z 2 instead of Z 4 and cannot be used as a charge vector, although it consists of relatively prime integers.
C. Notation
In general, we can analyze the existence of discrete symmetries defined by D in terms of the linear equation
where X ∈ Z n F and Y ∈ Z nt , where n F and n t are the number of (complex) fields and the number of phase sensitive terms in the Lagrangian, respectively. (Pairs of different hermitean conjugate terms are counted as one term.) Compared to Ref. [9] , we are already rescaling the equation (14) by 2π.
The existence of the SNF for D,
where each d i divides d i+1 , allows us to transform (14) into
where X = CX and Y = R −1 Y . Given the SNF, we conclude that
where u (i) , w (i) correspond to the i-th column of C, R −1 , respectively. They are generators of the lattices Z n F and Z nt , respectively. Obviously, we get
where k is the number of zero factors.
In general, we denote the rows of D by
d (2) . . .
The rank of D is the number of linearly independent (see Sec. II D) rows (or columns) of D and it can be counted as the number of nonzero factors in the SNF of D. Often, we will use matrices of full rank and denote its rank as n. For such a matrix, its SNF is
The following proposition will be useful.
Proposition:
If, by adding a row u to a matrix D of n rows, its SNF remains the same, except for an additional zero row, then u is an integer linear combination of the rows of D. The converse also holds.
We can see the converse is trivially valid because the last row u can be removed by elementary row operations. The proof of the main proposition is given in appendix A.
D. Linear independence
For real or complex vectors spaces (a vector space over any field) such as R n or C n we know that the following statements are equivalent: (i) a set {u 1 , u 2 , · · · , u k } is linearly dependent; (ii) one of the vectors in the set {u 1 , u 2 , · · · , u k } can be written as a linear combination of the rest of vectors.
Here we need to consider vectors of integer components and they live in Z n . These spaces are similar to vector spaces (they are called modules) and most of the usual properties of vectors spaces remain. The equivalence of properties (i) and (ii), however, does not hold. In this article, when we refer to linear independence, we will refer to such a property over the integers (in Z n ) if not specified otherwise.
As an example, let us take three vectors in Z 3 :
These three vectors are linearly dependent since
However, we cannot write any u i as an integer linear combination of two other vectors.
The SNF can be used to extract these properties as follows:
where SNF(u 1 , u 2 ) denote the Smith normal form of a matrix composed of rows u 1 , u 2 . The linear dependence of three u i can be seen in the zero factor of the first equation: the rank is two. The sets {u 1 , u 2 } and {u 1 , u 3 } are linearly independent but they generate different subspaces (lattices)
of Z 3 and their SNF are different.
E. Height of vector
Take a vector (row) u of a D-matrix derived from phase sensitive terms in a Lagrangian. We use the quantity (l 1 -norm)
In the first two examples, h(u) corresponds to the number of fields whereas in the third example the term is not sensitive to the phase of φ 1 . Elementary row operations does not maintain the height fixed but this classification will still be useful; see e.g. Sec. V B.
III. MATCHING UP SYMMETRIES
From this point on, we will concentrate on the N-Higgs-doublet models with quarks, which can be divided into two sectors: the Yukawa interactions and the Higgs potential. We denote the Dmatrix for the terms in the Yukawa interactions and in the potential as D Y full and D V , respectively. Applications to the lepton sector or to other models can be considered in an analogous manner. The upper bounds in the last row where shown in [19] and they correspond to the exact upper boundary. The upper bounds in the first row were proven in [9] and all cases up to N = 5 were explicitly shown to be realizable (we mark the unproven case underlined). Algebraically, we have [9, 19] 
if n is divisible by 3, (n 2 − 1)/3 , if n is not divisible by 3
where n = N + 1. As before, |G φ | max is the exact boundary while |G q | bound is an upper bound.
We can see that the maximal group size grows much quickly for the potential than for the Yukawa interactions. Qualitatively, that happens because as N grows the number of Lagrangian terms in the potential grows much quickly (∼ N 4 ) than the number of Yukawa terms with three families of quarks (∼ N ).
We now seek conditions for a given abelian symmetry in one sector to be compatible with the symmetry in the other sector. Let us denote the symmetries in the Yukawa sector and in the potential as G q and G φ , respectively. Often these groups will refer to abstract groups and we disregard the automatic symmetries U (1) B , U (1) Y , and others that might appear. The true symmetry of the theory is
naturally possible only if they arise accidentally from G F or a common smaller symmetry contained in G F . We also note that in this specific setting (NHDMs), G F needs to be entirely broken after EWSB to allow nonzero and nondegenerate quark masses with mixing [21] .
We start by analyzing the conditions for full compatibility, i.e., G q G φ (isomorphic). We use the basis with ordering (φ a ; Q iL ; d iR ; u iR ), corresponding to n F = N + 9 complex fields (columns of
However, the relevant information from D Y full on nontrivial symmetries may be extracted from a reduced matrix D Y which depends only on the N + 3 fields (φ a ; Q iL ). More details can be found in Ref. [9] where a different notation was used: the reduced matrix was denoted byD whereas the full matrix was simply D. We also note that for N ≥ 6, the rows of D Y can not 
If D Y and D V have n and n − 2 rows, respectively, then D T has 2n − 2 rows.
For the minimal number of rows, the generic structure of D Y and D V reads
The p-, q-and r-vectors have length n − 1 (N ) 
Often most of the factors d i will be unity. In particular, we must necessarily have
Generalization to theories with more sectors can be done by considering the separation of the theory into one sector and the rest. and G φ in the last step are (fully or partially) compatible. Of course, the process may continue until we have no symmetry. We will see one example of partial compatibility in Sec. VI C where 
From the structure of q-vectors, we conclude that the p i vectors are made of at most three pvectors and it should be of height at most 6. Full compatibility and the proposition of Sec. II C then requires that p i be integer linear combinations of r i and the reverse should be also true.
Therefore we conclude that the following matrices should be equivalent by row operations for full compatibility:
Before considering the three-Higgs-doublet case, let us review the simpler 2HDM with Z 2 symmetry. We know that the simple Z 2 symmetry can be implemented in the 2HDM to naturally suppress flavor changing neutral currents [13] , and it is often used as a benchmark model for testing 2HDMs [22] . That implementation, actually, leads to an accidental Peccei-Quinn symmetry in the Yukawa sector which is only broken to Z 2 in the Higgs potential through the term (φ † 1 φ 2 ) 2 . (See end of Sec.IV.B in Ref. [16] .) A true 2HDM with Z 2 symmetry 2 in both Yukawa sector and Higgs potential can be constructed [16] but it requires flavor dependent Z 2 charges and thus to potentially harmful FCNC interactions unless the non-SM scalar bosons are very heavy.
Returning to three-Higgs-doublets, N = 3, we can see in Table ( 
Thus the abelian symmetries G F which are realizable for 3HDM should have order equal or less than 4. We show here that |G F | = 4 is realizable and we explicitly give the backbone structure from which the whole theory can be reconstructed [9] . Let us recall that the D-matrix for Yukawa interactions in this case has the form (28),
The p-vectors (q-vectors) correspond to the fields φ (Q L ) and have the form (1, −1, 0) or similar with permuted entries. There are 6 possibilities with only three nonparallel vectors, which we denote as being of distinct type:
Only two of them are linearly independent. We have seen in [9] that |G q | max = 5 is achieved only when the q-vectors are picked most evenly among the different types, i.e., the number n i of a type i vector should be (n 1 n 2 n 3 ) = (211) and the order of the group is bounded by m = n 1 n 2 + n 2 n 3 + n 3 n 1 = 5. To get |G q | = 4, we can allow (n 1 n 2 n 3 ) = (211) or (n 1 n 2 n 3 ) = (220).
Since p-vectors and q-vectors are the same in this case, the same distribution of different types also applies to the p-vectors.
where p i are at most height-6 vectors, as they are integer combinations of p i and p 1 , p 2 (we are assuming q 1 , q 2 nonparallel). When calculating the SNF form of D Y , we can see the nontrivial integers come from the submatrix (p 3 , p 4 ). Analogously, the reduced D-matrix of the potential is
We know that the vectors r 1 , r 2 are at most height-4 vectors. The compatibility condition in (31) requires that p 3 , p 4 be integer linear combinations of r 1 , r 2 and vice-versa. Let us see if that is
To satisfy the conditions (I) of (29), the SNFs of the sectors (r 1 , r 2 ), (p 3 , p 4 ) should contain the same non-unit integers that multiply to 4. The only possibilities are one unit integer 4 or two non-unit integers (2, 2). These possibilities correspond to the symmetries Z 4 and
respectively. In the potential, these possibilities correspond to the backbone structures [9]
Other possibilities amount to relabeling of Higgs doublets. These structures lead to the charges
where we marked the undefined Q iL charges by * and subtracted one unit of the conserved charge
Notice that we use s instead ofs when compared to Ref. [9] .
Let us now analyze if p 3 , p 4 can be of height-6. All height-6 vectors in this case are (3, −2, −1), (3, −3, 0) or vectors with permuted entries. By applying a height-6 vector (whose sum of components are zero) to the Z 4 -charge in (37), it is not possible to obtain zero or a multiple of 4.
Analogously, for Z 2 × Z 2 -charge it is not possible to obtain a pair (a 1 , a 2 ) where each of a i is zero or multiple of 2. Therefore p 3 , p 4 should be of height-4 or less. But from condition (I.Y) of (29) neither of them can be of height-2 (it leads to unit factors in SNF). Thus we conclude they must be both of height-4. Therefore, (p 3 , p 4 ) should be also of the form (36). . We find only one backbone structure for both symmetries Z 4 and Z 2 × Z 2 . We list them in the following together with their complete charges. By using charges, Yukawa textures can be recovered from the recipe given in Sec. 6.2 of Ref. [9] . After applying the recipe, we need to check if the theory realizes the discrete symmetry or if it is invariant by a larger U (1) symmetry containing the discrete symmetry as a subgroup. The former is true if
The unique backbone structure for Z 4 -3HDM is
where we reordered the matrix in (36) for compatibility and suppressed the automatic zeros in D V for simplicity. The details can be found in appendix C. We should note that D Y can have 4 rows to sustain a finite symmetry but we discover that the possible backbone structures for D Y which contains 4 rows are all compatible with the structure above. Different possibilities only amounts to reordering φ a and Q iL fields. One can also check that if we write D Y in the form (30), we obtain exactly D V in the lower rows.
The Z 4 -charges arising from (38) reads
We can see these charges in the φ-sector are analogous to (37) after reordering.
There is only one backbone structure for Z 2 × Z 2 -3HDM:
The corresponding charges are
One can also check that if we write D Y in the form (30), we obtain exactly D V in the lower rows.
V. DISCARDING MAXIMAL SYMMETRIES
We show here that the abelian symmetry in the table of (25), with smallest order for each N , is not compatible in both the Yukawa sector and the Higgs potential for N ≥ 4, and its imposition leads to a continuous symmetry in the potential.
We see in the table of (25) that |G φ | max ≥ |G q | bound for N ≥ 4. The maximal order of the groups allows, in principle, a common abelian group
We will show that G φ compatible with G q | max can not be found.
A. Discarding maximal symmetries for N = 4 and N = 5
Let us take N = 4 and N = 5 explicitly. We begin with N = 4 where we investigate if Z 8 symmetry is realizable in the whole 4HDM theory. From the backbone structure of the Yukawa interactions of Z 8 -4HDM in Ref. [9] ,
we can find the following Z 8 charges for (φ; Q L ) fields:
Note that we use a different convention from [9] where we can find (without the prime)
We note that
where in the last equivalence we have used invariance by U (1) Y and U (1) B . One can check that
i.e., the zero vector if the components are taken modulo 8. Now, analyzing the φ charges of (43), we can immediately see that there is no quadratic invariants of the form φ † i φ j and the only quartic invariant terms are
These terms lead to the D-matrix:
However, we can immediately see that the third row is the first row subtracted from the second and thus D V has rank two. We need at least another linearly independent row to obtain a finite symmetry. Thus the Higgs potential has an U (1) symmetry.
Let us now turn to N = 5. The backbone structure of the Yukawa interactions for 
The Z 2 × Z 6 charges can be found to be
where the charges refer to Z 2 and Z 6 respectively. We can check that the only quadratic term φ † i φ j invariant by Z 6 is φ † 3 φ 5 , but this term is not invariant by Z 2 . Among the quartic terms, we can find the Z 6 invariants (52) where we use the shorthand
We can see by inspection that two rows can be eliminated by row reduction leading to a rank-3 matrix and hence the potential is U (1) symmetric.
It is surprising that Z 8 and Z 2 × Z 6 are proven to be realizable symmetries in the potential of 4HDM and 5HDM, respectively [19] . However, we have seen here that the maximal symmetries Z 8
and Z 2 × Z 6 that are realizable in the Yukawa sector of 4HDM and 5HDM, respectively, can not be extended to the respective potentials: they lead to a continuous symmetry and to Goldstone bosons in the Higgs spectrum. The converse also occurs: the realization of Z 8 symmetry in the 4HDM potential also leads to a continuous symmetry in the Yukawa sector of 4HDM; see example in Sec. VI C. Analogous considerations apply to 5HDM.
B. Discarding maximal symmetries for N ≥ 6
Here, we extend our results of the previous section and discard all G F = G q | bound in table (25) as realizable symmetries for NHDMs for N ≥ 6. The order for maximal G q is given in Eq. (26).
There might be symmetries in the potential G φ of the same order
but we show here that they can not be compatible.
We start by reconsidering the cases N = 4 and N = 5 from a different point of view. We then generalize this method to the cases N ≥ 6. Let us transform the backbone structures for the Yukawa interactions of Z 8 -4HDM and Z 2 × Z 6 -5HDM to the form (30): 
We can see that the vector in the third row, p 3 is a height-6 vector (sum of three p-vectors), in For maximal D Y , we need that q i be distributed into the three types (33) as evenly as possible.
This is achieved if we assume q 1 , q 2 , q 3 are each of a different type and repeat the subsequent vectors as
Then, we can write D Y in the form (30) by subtracting
which define all p i for i ≥ 4. The remaining p 3 is obtained as
by using the convention that q 3 = q 1 + q 2 . We prove the inexistence of D V which is compatible with maximal D Y in two steps: (a) we show that the p i vectors in (57), i ≥ 4, are height-4 vectors whereas p 3 in (58) has height 6; (b) we demonstrate that the height of p 3 can not be reduced by summing or subtracting any p i , i ≥ 4, and thus the set {p i }, i ≥ 3, cannot be transformed to the set {r i } by row operations.
Step (a) is shown in appendix D while step (b) is detailed in appendix E.
One remark is in order: it may happen that the Yukawa interaction corresponding to maximal symmetry of order |G q | bound might not be constructible even when restricted to the Yukawa sector alone. The reason is that the step to construct D Y full for the full theory from our reduced D Y might be impossible for N ≥ 6 [9] . Here we have shown that even if G q of order |G q | bound were realizable in the Yukawa interactions, it cannot be extended to the Higgs potential.
VI. BUILDING SYMMETRIC MODELS
The analysis of realizable abelian symmetries of NHDMs restricted to the Yukawa sector and to the Higgs potential separately were given respectively in Refs. [9, 19] . In the previous sections, We illustrate the method by using one example. Let us take the backbone structure for Z 2 × Z 2 -3HDM in (40) and eliminate some rows until the minimum number of 4 and 2, respectively:
We can reobtain the matrices in (40) by using the following recipe: take all integer linear combinations of the rows that match similar forms. The proposition in Sec. II C ensures that this procedure is the necessary and sufficient condition to maintain the symmetry. In our example, the rows of 
B. From the Yukawa sector to the potential
We illustrate here a method to transfer the symmetry of the Yukawa terms of NHDMs to the Higgs potential. This method can be adapted to more general cases where the symmetry structure of a sector involving more fields needs to be extended to sectors with less fields, a typical example of the latter being the scalar potential. In this case, the extended D-matrix is unique, except for possible ways of rewriting.
We take the Z 2 × Z 2 -3HDM again, given in (60 
Take the rows with entries in Q iL eliminated (below the horizontal line) and consider it as D V .
If D V is sufficient to sustain the discrete symmetry, then we have extracted a fully compatible D V . This is the case here where each sector sustains a compatible Z 2 × Z 2 symmetry, which is the symmetry of the whole theory. Even if the extracted D V is not enough to sustain the discrete symmetry, the symmetry in D V would still be compatible with D Y but additional checks are necessary to see if an accidental U (1) arises after considering all compatible terms.
C. From the potential to the Yukawa sector
We cover here the remaining case where a discrete symmetry is present in one sector of a theory but it leads to an accidentally continuous symmetry in another sector. In this case the symmetries in the two sectors are compatible but not fully compatible as in (29). One prime example is the following: a discrete symmetry in the scalar potential but an accidental continuous symmetry in the Yukawa sector. Here we give an example of how to construct theories with such a feature. We do not treat the case G φ ⊂ G q , with discrete G q , as we were unable to find examples. We begin with the scalar sector symmetric by the desired discrete symmetry and extend such a symmetry to the other sector. A Z 8 symmetric Higgs potential is ensured if the phase sensitive (quartic) terms in the potential comes from the D-matrix
This matrix has three rows which is the minimum number to sustain a discrete symmetry for four fields φ i , with one automatic U (1) symmetry. In this case, there are no other phase-sensitive terms except their hermitean conjugates.
The next step is to construct the reduced matrix D Y for the Yukawa sector which is compatible
with D V in (61). We need 5 linearly independent rows to sustain a discrete symmetry for 7 fields 
We can see that by summing the second row to the first and the fourth row to the third we effectively obtain D V in the first and third rows and there is no other way we can eliminate the entries in the Q L -sector. As other choices -picking two other rows of D V or relabeling Q iL fieldsare possible, we can see that this procedure does not lead to unique extensions. Nevertheless, the matrix D Y full , describing the actual Yukawa terms, can be obtained from the procedure outlined in Sec. VI D.
When we consider N Higgs doublets, with N > 4, we need D Y to have N linearly independent rows to allow only one additional U (1) symmetry. The first four rows of D Y can always be chosen as in (62) by using two different q-vectors as, for example, q 1 = (1, −1, 0) and q 3 = (0, 1, −1) in (62). However, additional linearly independent rows cannot be added at will because any additional q i , i ≥ 5, will be linearly dependent to q 1 and q 3 . If more compatible linearly independent rows can not be added, then more additional U (1) symmetries will be present in the Yukawa sector. This is usually the case for large symmetries in D V and N > 4. If additional compatible rows can be added in sufficient number, then only one accidental U (1) may be present. The checking may be performed by using the discrete charges of the Higgs doublets.
We present here a method to construct the full D Y full , involving all fields of the Yukawa terms (φ a , Q iL , d iR , u iR ), in terms of the reduced D Y , involving only (φ a , Q iL ) (also refereed to as a backbone structure). This is an alternative method to the one presented in Ref. [9] , where charges where used to reconstruct compatible Yukawa terms. The method is guaranteed to work for N = 2, 3, 4, 5 but it is more interesting for N > 2 so that we focus on those cases. The extended D-matrix is not unique in general. 
For N = 3, 4, some rows should be simultaneously associated to more than one right-handed field.
For N = 5, exactly one right-handed field is paired up with exactly one row. For N ≥ 6, one right-handed field should be linked to more than one row and more constraints emerge.
Next, we follow each link in (64) and build a pair of D-matrix vectors (rows). For example, for
we construct two pairs of vectors, 
. Since the Yukawa terms for up-type quarks are different, the vectors for them are different. For example, for d (1) → u 1R we construct two pairs of vectors,
. The two vectors correspond unambiguously to the Yukawa
By applying the recipe to all associations in (64), following the order 
The vectors constructed in (65) and (66) correspond to the rows 1, 2, 7, 8, respectively. One can check this matrix still exhibits Z 4 symmetry.
We should note that care must be taken when extracting the symmetries of subsectors. If we take the first (last) 6 rows of (67) 
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have presented techniques to analyze the abelian symmetries in full models taking the class of general N-Higgs-doublet models as an example. The techniques are based on the Smith normal form and extends the results of our previous work [9] by focusing on methods to analyze the compatibility between abelian symmetries acting in two different sectors -the Yukawa sector and the Higgs potential in our case. Application to other full models containing two or more sectors follows analogously. We have also presented techniques to construct symmetric models by extending the symmetry from one sector to another.
The main result within N-Higgs-doublet models is an updated list of abelian symmetries that acts compatibly (realizable) in both Yukawa interactions and Higgs potential. We focus in fully compatible symmetries where the same symmetry acts in both sectors and no larger symmetry is accidentally present in either sector. As a result, we have concluded that realizable abelian symmetries G F in the full NHDM should obey the bound
if n is divisible by 3,
where n = N + 1. Table I summarizes that the order of the group should be strictly smaller. In special, Z 2 -2HDM is long known to be constructible whereas the Z 2 × Z 2 -3HDM and Z 4 -3HDM were explicitly shown to be realizable in Sec. IV. We should note that Z 2 × Z 2 -3HDM models presented here are different from the Weinberg model [11] in the Yukawa sector as the charges are not flavor universal.
If we allow for accidental symmetries, then the bound (68) does not need to be respected. In 
The existence of SNF for D, RDC = SNF(D), implies
where u i = (uC) i . Firstly, u 1 should be divisible by d 1 because otherwise we could write
and then we could replace u 1 by its remainder r 1 after subtracting a multiple of the first row 
where B has entries divisible by d 1 in the same structure as (A2), without the first row and column. Now, the same arguments as above apply to B and the second factor d 2 . We can continue until the d n factor and then all u i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, can be eliminated by row operations. The remaining u i , i > n, should be zero because otherwise there would be more nonzero factors in SNF(D ).
We conclude that u = uC is a linear combination of the rows of (A2) which implies u is a linear combination of the rows of D.
Finally, all the arguments above remain valid if the rank of D is smaller than its number of rows n.
Appendix B: Rephasing space
Here we clarify the distinction between the groups {G q ,G φ } and {G q , G φ }, and stress that the former enter in G F =G q ∩G φ . The notationG refers to the symmetry group considered as a subgroup of [U (1)] n F , the rephasing symmetry of all n F fields involved. We present simple examples below where the distinction is important. In the text, we have disregarded automatic symmetries in G q and G φ .
Let us adopt the following notation: we consider a theory consisting of two sectors described by Lagrangians L 1,2 , with symmetries denoted either as G 1,2 when restricted to lagrangians L 1,2 or asG 1,2 when considering all fields appearing in the whole theory (L 1 + L 2 ).
For the first example, consider two noninteracting complex scalar fields ϕ 1,2 and a theory where the only phase sensitive terms are
We have suppressed coupling coefficients and hermitean conjugates for simplicity. It is clear that
However, to analyze the compatibility of symmetries (Sec. III) and extract the common symmetry of the whole theory, G F , we need to
are subgroups of the whole rephasing group [U (1)] 2 = U (1) 1 × U (1) 2 for two fields. Clearly
This situation can be easily detected in the D-matrix as it would be separable into blocks.
For the second example, we consider a theory with the presence of an automatic discrete symmetry. We consider two chiral fermion fields ψ 1,2 and one complex scalar field ϕ. The two sectors consist of phase sensitive terms
We can see this theory is invariant by G F = Z 6 symmetry:
However, the scalar sector is only sensitive to the Z 3 subgroup of Z 6 . The Z 2 subgroup is automatic and it is a discrete version of fermion number: ψ 1,2 are odd whereas ϕ is even. The symmetry Z 6 is the intersection ofG
In the SNF method, the information on the automatic Z 2 can be seen on the Z 6 -charge,
with ordering (ψ 1 , ψ 2 , ϕ), as the scalar charge has a factor that divides |G F | = 6. The same happens if the charges for a set of fields (e.g. scalars) has a common factor k which divides the whole group.
See more examples of models with automatic discrete lepton number in Ref. [8] . In particular, a type-II seesaw model presents G 1 = Z 3 and G 2 = Z 3 but G F = Z 6 .
Appendix C: Backbone structure for maximal symmetry in 3HDM
Let us show that the backbone structures shown in (38) and (40), corresponding to the order 4 abelian symmetries Z 4 and Z 2 × Z 2 respectively, are unique up to reordering of φ a and Q iL fields.
The minimal D Y matrix for 3HDM has the form in (32). In this case, the p-and q-vectors are any of the six vectors that can be categorized into the three types of nonparallel vectors in Eq. (33). We have seen in [9] that |G q | is bounded above by m = n 1 n 2 + n 2 n 3 + n 3 n 1 where n i is the number of i-th type q-vector (or, in this case, p-vector as well). To get |G q | = 4, we can allow (n 1 n 2 n 3 ) = (211) or (n 1 n 2 n 3 ) = (220). Therefore, we have at least one and at most two q-vectors (p-vectors) parallel (of the same type).
We know that the order of the abelian group, |G F |, can be given by the modulus of a determinant-like E-function which is a function of the rows of the D-matrix [9] . Such function can be expanded as
where we use the shorthand: p i → i, q k → / k and suppress the E function so that the first term represent E(q 1 , q 2 , p 3 , p 4 ). We also use determinant-like properties for E; see Ref. [9] for more details. We also conventionally choose q 4 = q 1 to be the parallel vectors. And then q 2 and q 3 cannot be parallel to q 1 . We are left with two possibilities: either q 3 is parallel to q 2 or not. To avoid cancellations in (C1), we need to impose p 4 = p 1 as well. From the properties of E, one can also check that exchanging p 1 ↔ p 4 only amounts to an overall sign change.
Recall that any of the five terms in (C1) is ±1 or 0, the latter being possible only if some of the two p-vectors or q-vectors are parallel. 
We analyze them in detail in the following.
For case (A), the expansion of (C1) becomes
where we chose p 4 = −p 1 in the second line to avoid cancellations. Further cancellation is avoided only if D Y has one of the forms
where the sign in the last case should be chosen so as to make p 3 = −p 2 ± p 1 a p-vector.
For case (B), we expand q 3 = q 1 + q 2 by choosing the signs appropriately. The expansion of (C1) reads
where we chose p 2 = p 1 in the second line to avoid cancellations. There is no cancellation if
Note that p 3 = −p 4 − p 1 should be a p-vector.
For case (C), we expand again q 3 = q 1 + q 2 . The expansion of (C1) reads
where we need to choose p 4 = −p 1 in the second line. The necessary form for p 3 can be extracted
and we obtain
where all rows should correspond to allowed p-and q-vectors.
By choosing p 1 = q 1 = (1, −1, 0) and p 2 = q 2 = (0, 1, −1) we can rewrite (C4) and (C8) as
and
We can see they all have three rows in common. In fact the matrices in (C9) are compatible with the Z 4 charges in (39), i.e., upon multiplication on the charges, it gives 4 times a vector of relatively prime integers. Analogously, the matrices in (C9) are compatible with the Z 2 × Z 2 charges in (41). 
The SNF form of this matrix reveals a Z 4 symmetry which is not compatible with the matrices in (C9). But if we choose p 1 = q 1 = (1, 0, −1) and q 2 = p 4 = (0, −1, 1), we obtain
which is compatible with (C9) and the charges (39).
Therefore, there is only one backbone structure for 3HDM with symmetries Z 4 or Z 2 × Z 2 . To obtain the backbone structure (38), we just collect the nonequivalent rows of the matrices in (C9) and (C12). Analogously, the backbone structure (40) is extracted from (C10).
Appendix D: Height of p i vectors for maximal D
Y
We start from the requirement for maximal G F :
The determinant-like E-function was defined in Ref. [9] and coincides with the determinant of D Y after eliminating the first and last columns. When D Y is in the form (30), we conclude that only the rows corresponding to p i contributes non-unit factors. The properties of the E-function allows us to expand it using Eqs. (57) and (58) as
We know that each term in the expansion is either 0 or ±1 for height-2 vectors and so we can write
where height-2 vectors denote only p-vectors in this case. To obtain a maximal value, all terms in the expansion should be ±1 and no cancellations should occur. In this case, the maximal value (26) is attained.
Using the maximality of the expansion in (D2), we can prove that p i , i ≥ 4, are always height-4
vectors. As an example, we calculate
where only p 4 is given by (57). The two terms in the expansion of (D4) should add to ±2 since they are also present in the expansion (D2) which should be maximal. 
where a height-4 vector is restricted to a vector that can be written as a sum of two p-vectors.
Note that the denomination "sum of two p-vectors" has less meaning than its height since the sum of two p-vectors (height-2) can still be a p-vector (height-2) as
For p 3 , we calculate
and confirm they also appear in (D2). Maximality of (D2), (D3) and the form of
implies p 3 is a height-6 vector.
Appendix E: Height of p 3 can not be reduced
Here we prove that, for maximal D Y , row operations on {p i } in Eq. (30) cannot transform the whole set into a generic set {r i } in Eq. (28), which is composed of rows of at most height 4. We make repeated use of Proposition: For vectors p i , of height 2 for which E({p i }) = ±1, and u, an integer linear combination of p i , if |E(p 1 , · · · , u, · · · , p n )| ≥ k, then u has height h(u) ≥ 2k.
We prove the equivalent statement: For vectors p i , of height 2 for which E({p i }) = ±1, and u, an integer linear combination of p i , if u has height h(u) < 2k, then |E(p 1 , · · · , u, · · · , p n )| < k.
This statement is the generalization of the rules (D5) and (D3), without the equality option. The equality can be included because the height of linear combinations of p-vectors only increases in steps of two.
The proof follows by induction. The case k = 2 is evident in (D3). Now we assume the statement is valid for a vector u of height h(u ) < 2(k − 1). The statement for a vector u = u + p, of height h(u) < 2k, is true because
The vector p is any p-vector of height 2. Now, take p 3 = p 3 − p 4 = p 3 − p 2 − p 4 and calculate
for maximal D Y . The proposition tell us that p 3 has at least height 6. Changing the sign, p 3 = p 3 + p 4 make things worse and we can conclude that p 3 have even greater height. Next, we note that all p 2k+1 are all interchangeable to p 4 and the same conclusion follows for p 3 = p 3 ∓p 3k+1 .
Generalization to all p 3 = p 3 ∓ p 3k+2 or p 3 = p 3 ± p 3k follows analogously. For the latter, we
can calculate E(p 3 + p 6 , p 4 , p 5 , −p 3 , · · · , p n ). Since any row operation on the row p 3 in (31) is generated by one of the previous replacements p 3 → p 3 , we arrive at our desired conclusion: we can not decrease the height of p 3 by using row operations on D Y . Therefore, the equivalence (31)
is not possible for maximal D Y .
Appendix F: Examples of full models and textures
By using the methods of Sec. VI, we can construct full models, including the explicit Yukawa terms which gives rise to textures in the quark mass matrices. We show here some examples to illustrate that D Y full is not univocally constructed from D Y . This is a general feature when we try to extend a symmetry from a subsector of a theory to a larger sector involving more fields. In 
The presence of v 3 = φ (0) 3 in the (23) entry of the first matrix denotes the coupling of φ 3 with Q 2L d 3R ; for up quark terms,φ i should be considered. The two matrices also give the order of magnitude of respective quark mass matrices. Note that the terms corresponding to the (31) and (32) entries in the first and second matrices, respectively, are not present in (67). These are the missing terms that ensures the Z 4 symmetry in both d-and u-sectors separately. We can see that this Z 4 symmetry gives rise to two-zero textures [23] .
As a second example, we can construct another Z 4 -3HDM from the same backbone (38).
In this case, we consider rows (1, 2 
The terms that are initially missing correspond to the (31) and (23) 
